Tridon flashers

Looking to maintain the top condition of your electrical system? We are ready to help you! Just
choose from our immense selection of premium replacement electrical parts manufactured to
strict quality standards. All these parts feature the finest materials and finishes to perform
reliably for a long time. They are engineered with precision to fit your vehicle perfectly and
install easily. No matter whether you're doing basic repairs and maintenance, modifying your
car's street appeal and performance, or adding high-tech lighting and electronics, our great
selection of brand name products and knowledgeable associates will ensure success with all
your automotive projects. We offer the finest and widest variety of automotive parts and
accessories using state-of-the-art technologies, and employ the most dedicated and creative
team members. These individuals focus on exceeding expectations of customers who want the
exact component at the best price in the quickest time. Our goal is to provide a WOW
experience during every customer interaction. Whatever you need, whether it's a replacement
part to fix a broken down vehicle, a crash part to repair a vehicle from an accident, perhaps a
new set of custom wheels and tires, or something to make it flashy or faster, lifted or lowered,
we will be your one-stop shop. We fulfill our mission daily with enthusiasm and optimism,
learning from our ongoing opportunities and successes. We enjoy a modern yet tricked out
work atmosphere while ensuring a true learning environment to develop our people. All rights
reserved. Tridon Electronic Flasher. Authorized Dealer:. Lowest Prices. On the go Daily Deals.
Guaranteed Fitment. Always the correct part. In-House Experts. We know our products. Our
Newsletter:. Product Details. All manufacturer names, symbols, and descriptions, used in our
images and text are used solely for identification purposes only. It is neither inferred nor
implied that any item sold by CARiD is a product authorized by or in any way connected with
any vehicle manufacturers displayed on this page. This application relates to flasher switches
for use in flasher circuits, particularly to flasher circuits of the battery ground type and wherein
the load to be flashed is a lamp load. Flasher switches that have been commonly used for this
purpose. Energizing of the lamp circuit thereupon interrupts current flow through the wire or
blade. In such flasher switches, the current consumption per lamp when the flasher circuit is
operating is, in one known instance, 2. This means that the lamp is never completely dark but is
dimmed, with consequent battery drain and lessening of lamp life. Flashing lamp vehicle
direction indicator systems have also been disclosed hitherto which incorporate a socalled
contact device for flashing the lamps of the system. This contact device comprises two
operating coils one of which has a capacitor connected in series therewith, and the other of
which is connected in parallel with the said one coil and the series connected capacitor. The
coils control the movement of an armature carrying a moving contact and biased to hold the
moving contact against a fixed contact. When current is applied to the coils the capacitor
begins to charge and the coils are so wound that they produce equal and opposite magnetic
fields, so that the armature is not attracted, as long as the capacitor is charging. When the
capacitor is charged the field produced by its associated series-connected coil decreases and
the armature is attracted, whereupon the capacitor discharges through the said operating coils
in series, the direction of the discharge current being such that the magnetic fields produced by
the two coils are in the same direction and maintain the armature in the attracted position. The
lamps of the system are on for the period that the armature is attracted. The operating
requirements for such a device intended for vehicle direction indicators are now substantially
standardized and typically it should produce between 60 and flashes per minute, preferably 90
flashes per. Moreover, the operating current requirement of the device is increased
considerably. A principal object of the present invention is to provide a flasher switch for lamp
load flasher circuit of the battery to ground circuit type, in switch containing not a heated wire
or blade, but rather a single moving part, namely a contactor actuated by a core magnetized by
a circuit of core magnetizing coils and a capacitor, whereby the flasher action may be
accomplished without the necessity for employing thermostats, rotors, or other mechanical
flasher mechanisms. The flasher switch hereof is particularly adapted for use in connection with
turn switch circuits which are by now standard equipment in automobiles. In the device hereof,
the current consumption per lamp when the flasher switch is operating in a related instance is
2. This means that the lamp is completely dark and the current drain is negligible. This
advantage is also important otherwise as the flasher switch hereof will operate satisfactorily
with old equipment where the circuit resistance is high, particularly in tractor-trailer equipment
having many signal lamps. In addition, the operating cycle of the flasher switch hereof is
constant whereas is presently known heat-or erated devices the flashing period fluctuates as
heat builds up in the container or casing of the flasher. The flasher switch hereof includes a
movable armature which strikes a contact and such striking force is sufficient to give an
extremely audible signal to the driver indicating that the flasher device is in operation. In the
preferred embodiment, the circuit of the flasher switch is composed of two parallel wound high

resistance coils connected to produce opposing magnetic fields, a capacitor in series with the
second of the coils,. In such circuit, when the main switch is closed, current flows through one
coil producing a magnetic field which tends to but does not yet move thewarmature, because
simultaneously current flows through the other coil producing an opposing magnetic field,
opposing the field produced by the first coil. Current flows in the second coil until the capacitor
in series therewith is charged. When current ceases to flow in the second coil, the magnetic
field produced by this coil decays, allowing the first coil to move the armature to light the lamps
and also at the same time to short out both coils. When the first coil is shorted out, the
magnetic field created thereby decays. At this point, the armature should be released, but
because the second coil and its condenser are also shorted out, this results in the capacitor
discharging through the second coil and producing a magnetic field which holds the armature
in contact engaging position for a time. When the condenser has discharged sufliciently, the
armature is released and the lamp circuit is opened and the flasher is ready to continue on the
previously described cycle once more. The value of the resistance coils is such that insufficient
current will flow through either of these coils to permit even one lamp to become incandescent.
For an understanding of the invention, reference should be had to the appended drawing which
discloses a preferred embodiment of the same shown by way of illustration. The drawing
discloses diagrammatically a flasher switch of the inventionconnected in a flasher circuit. The
flasher circuit hereof is of the delayed action battery to ground lamp load type and hence
includes a battery10 and a lamp load 11'and ground connections G. The flasher switch includes
a movable contactor or armature 12 pivotally mounted at its end 13 and having a contact end 14
for engaging under proper circumstances a contact 15 connected to the lamp load The pivotally
anchored or left end of the contactor 12 is connected through a switch to the battery Thus, it
will be seen that the contact 15 and the contactor 12 are in series with each other and with the
lamp load 11 and the battery Switch 20 is the master switch for the circuit and may be of any
desired form. For example, it may be the conventional turn switch of the turn switch signal
system of an automobile. The switch further includes a time delay mechanism for moving
contact 14 against contact 15 with a time delay for prolonging the flashing intervals for which
the contacts are in engagement with one another. The time delay mechanism includes a
magnetizable core 22 and opposed first and second balanced core magnetizinghigh resistance
coils 23 and 24 with a capacitor 25 in series with the first coil The two coils 23 and 24 normally
oppose and balance out each other. The two coils and the capacitor 25 together are shunted
across the contactor 12 and contact 15 Either one, but not both together, of the coils operate to
overcome the force of spring 21 andto cause the core magnetically to move and hold the
contactor 12 into contact engaging position, that is, in position to close the circuits between
contacts 14 and 15 in opposition to the force of spring Step A. Thus, spring 21 maintains
contactor 12 away from or out of contact with contact 15 so that lamps 11 remain dark. Step B.
When capacitor 25 is fully charged, current flow through coil 23 stops and only coil 24 is
activated. This causes core 22 to overcome the force of spring 21, moving contactor 12 to close
contacts 14 and Current shunts through contactor 12, around the coils, and to lamps 11 and
lamps 11 now glow. Step C. The field of coil 24 therefore collapses almost immediately, but the
field of coil 23 is maintained while capacitor 25 discharges and activates coil Accordingly, coil
23 causes core 22 to remain activated, having originally been activated by coil 24, and to
continue holding contactor 12 in closed contact position, despite that coil 24 no longer is
activated. Thus, lamps 11 continue to glow. In other words, lamps 11 glow during the two
interval steps B and C above, while spring 21 is overcome by the magnetic core 22 due to the
action of the coils, first by coil 24, and then by coil The first interval, step B, takes place when
coil 24 is energized and coil 23 is not energized. The second interval, step C, takes place when
capacitor 25 discharges and coil 23 is thereby energized. Thus, there are two successive
periods during which contactor 12 engages contact 15 and lamps 11 glow. Step D. After these
two periods have expired, namely, rafter capacitor 25 has fully discharged, both coils are
deactivated and therefore core 22 is dernagnetized. Spring 21 now acts to move contactor 12
away from contact 15 to open the lamp circuit and the lamps 11 become dark :and they remain
dark through step D and then thereafter 4 through step A until the start of step B when coil 24
again becomes fully energized to repeat the cycle. In practice, coils 23 and 24 are balanced high
resistance coils of approximately ohms in combination with a capacitor 25 of approximately ,uf.
These ratings, however, may be altered as desired. The lamps are of the conventional low power
type lamps used in automobiles with a six or twelve volt battery. It should be understood that
the cyclical action of the circuit takes place only when the parts are properly connected as
shown and when the switch 20 is closed. Now having described the delayed action battery to
ground flasher circuit forlarnp loads heretofore described, reference should be had to the
claims which follow. A flashing control switch for use with a DC. A flashing control switch as

defined in claim 1, wherein the impedance of each of the said operating coils is approximately
ohms. A flashing control switch as defined in claim 1, wherein the magnetizing effect of the said
first coil upon the core, and the magnetic effect of the core upon the contactor, are of such
magnitude that their action upon the contactor to move it against the spring biasing means is
sufiicient to cause the said movable contact and another contact to engage audibly. A flashing
control switch as claimed in claim 4, wherein the impedance of each of the said operating coils
is approximately ohms. A flashing control switch as claimed in claim 4, wherein the magnetizing
effect of the said first coil upon the core, and the magnetic effect of the core upon the contactor,
are of such magnitude that their action upon the contactor to move it against the spring biasing
means is sufficient to cause the said movable contact and another contact to engage audibly. A
flashing control switch as defined in claim 1, wherein the magnetic effect of the said first coil
upon the core, and the magnetizing effect of the core upon the contactor, are of such magnitude
that their action upon the contactor to move it against the spring biasing means is sufiicient to
cause the said movable contact and another contact to engage audibly. In this drawing: The
drawing discloses diagrammatically a flasher switch of the inventionconnected in a flasher
circuit. The device also includes a spring 21 for biasing the contactor 12 away from the contact
Operation Assuming master switch 20 to be closed, the steps of the operation are as follows:
Step A. Hence, during steps D and A, the lamps are dark, whereas during steps B and C the
lamps glow. What is claimed is: 1. NEIL C. US USA en USA en. USB1 en. JPB2 en. CAA en.
Electronically controlled electromagnetic safety battery cut-out for transport of dangerous or
other materials. GBA en. Combined magnetic and thermal relay and circuits for timed alarms
and lamps of vehicles. Whether it's a short-term or long-term rental, we can supply and deliver
all of your wireless communication needs. Tridon Communications is an authorized TELUS
dealer, offering a vast selection of innovative smartphones, heavy duty cell phones, and
accessories. Digital network solutions to meet every need. Our solutions include internet
services, point-to-point networks, and satellite options. During normal operations, they can
send facility-wide notifications or pre-recorded messages. An expertly designed access control
system is an important step towards controlling who can gain entry to job sites, secured areas,
and proprietary information. An expertly designed and installed cabling layout is the best way to
ensure that this data cabling infrastructure is there to serve your current needs. A Tridon-built
solution will be tailored to suit the needs of your job site or facility, ensuring you have a system
that provides security and peace of mind. Skip to content Home. Tridon Connect is one of the
largest privately owned, publicly acces
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sible network in Northern Alberta. We provide an extensive radio network through secure
digital communication throughout the service areas across North Eastern Alberta and
Edmonton. Our radio service gives you the option of one-to-one calling or one-to-many calling
in our large radio coverage area. Click to View Hi-Res Version. Telus Cellular Tridon
Communications is an authorized TELUS dealer, offering a vast selection of innovative
smartphones, heavy duty cell phones, and accessories. Wireless Broadband Digital network
solutions to meet every need. Access Control An expertly designed access control system is an
important step towards controlling who can gain entry to job sites, secured areas, and
proprietary information. Video Surveillance A Tridon-built solution will be tailored to suit the
needs of your job site or facility, ensuring you have a system that provides security and peace
of mind. Featured Industries We Service. Public Safety. Check out our other Industries. Contact
Us.

